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Address KCC Keumkang Ltd 
Yeoju Factory 
1-2, BONDU-RI, KANAM-MYUN, 
YEOJU-KUN,KYUNGGI-DO, 
469-708

Country South Korea

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
High Quality Float glass,

KCC GLASS Corporation

In 1987, Yeoju Plant first stepped foot into the glass industry by manufacturing safety glasses for automobiles. From the operation of line 1 for sheet
glass in 1988 to the world’s largest 1,200-ton operation line (line 7) in 2015, we now possess the ability to produce about 3,700 tons of sheet glass in
one day with a total of 5 lines, following the operation of a double-width line (line 2) in 2018, a world-class line specific for automotive glass.

In addition, we have established ourselves as the world’s best glass manufacturing plant by acquiring the capability to produce approximately 17
million square meters of coated glass (which reduces building energy) each year through our two lines. As part of the low-carbon green growth, we are
significantly contributing to the production of renewable energy by operating a generating equipment that uses heat waste, solar energy and Energy
Storage Systems (ESS). We are leading the glass industry with excellent technology and about 100 glass-related patents
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